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This paper studies the classical propagator on Glauber's coherent states in a generalized P-form. 
A full class of equivalent expressions labeled by a complex number is found through a direct WKB 
expansion. The study of matrix elements of the propagator between coherent states shows that 
they match Klauder's classical expression but are in some disagreement in the semiclassical order 
with expression derived through path integral procedures. Arguments are given that favor the 
present results. The properties of the time propagator with respect to symmetry operations are 
stated. Possible extensions are briefly discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Semiclassical-like approaches to quantum problems 
have received renewed attention in the last years because of 
their ability to obtain useful descriptions of large systems 
like heavy ions I and also due to the efforts towards under
standing the role of chaos in quantum dynamics. 2 Further
more semiclassical approaches have their proper place in 
mathematical physics. 

The harmonic oscillator coherent states, or Glauber co
herent states (GCS'S),3 are well known as the most classical 
quantum states, i.e., they minimize the Heisenberg uncer
tainty relationship. Because of this fact, it is expected that 
they may make semiclassical approaches easier. From an
other point of view, they are related to the coset representa
tives of the special nilpotent group4,5 and form an overcom
plete basis, which makes room for a Bargmann6 space. This 
property provides a way for generalizations and a great 
amount of structure. 

The earlier works on the semiclassical propagator 
(SP) 7.8 were not very successful in finding a direct relation 
between the SP and the classical trajectories in phase space, 
because of the necessity of complexifying the position and 
momentum in order to fulfill the boundary conditions, or 
alternatively because of the necessary introduction of an 
auxiliary field.9 In contrast with these earlier works, which 
concern the matrix elements of the SP between GCS (or 
more general coherent states), Suzuki 10 proposes, on an heu
ristic basis, an approach to the classical kernel of the propa
gator in the P-form. We recall that Q- and P-forms relating 
operators with coherent states were proposed from the be
ginning by Glauber3 (see also Sec. II and Ref. 5). Suzuki's 
approach is fully developed with respect to the classical tra
jectories in phase space. 

In this work we study Suzuki's propagator through a 
direct WKB method. II This procedure allows us to obtain a 
generalized form of the classical expression and also go 
further towards the semiclassical one, which does not coin
cide with that conjectured by Suzuki lO (Sec. II). The equiv
alence of these expressions with Klauder's 7 is shown in Sec. 
III, where we also compare our semiclassical formula with 
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the equivalent one by Kuratsuji and Mizobuchi l2,13 for spin 
systems. Section IV is devoted to showing the invariance 
property of the SP related to the Hamiltonian symmetries 
(this property was observed in some special situations by 
Levie and Levit et al. 14). In Sec. V we develop some exam
ples and finally Sec. VI is reserved for the conclusions and 
perspectives. 

II. THE SEMICLASSICAL PROPAGATOR 

A. P-form of the classical propagator 

The matrix elements of an operator with respect to a 
GCS is a function called the Q-form of the operator D, 

C'Q(a,p*)=<.BIDla) , (2.1) 

where la) is a GCS, 

la)==exp( - aa* /2) la) , (2.2) 

(2.3) 
n 

We distinguish here between unnormalized states (normal 
parentheses) and normalized ones (brackets), the states In) 
are the Fock basis states of the harmonic oscillator and a is a 

complex number, a = (q + ip)/.J2. The GCS la) also have 
the following properties: 

la) = exp(aat - a*a) 10) = exp( - aa*/2 + aat ) 10) , 

(2.4a) 

atla) = exp( _ aa*/2) a ~:) , 

ala) =ala), 

exp( - iEata) la) = la exp( - iE» , 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

(2.4d) 

where at (a) is the creation (destruction) operator and 10) 
the ground state of the harmonic oscillator, the expression 
(2.4c) shows that the GCS's are eigenvectors of the destruc
tion operator. 

In addition to the Q-form some operators may be writ
ten in a diagonal from,3 for example, density operators repre
senting statistical mixtures of pure coherent states. This rep
resentation is called the P-form and deals with operators like 

D = f [da Ada* C' p(a,a*) la)(al] . 
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We note that this P-form does not include Suzuki's 
propagators and seems to be too restrictive for our propos
als. We are going to consider here operators B of the form 

B= f[dgAda*B(g,a*)lg)(a l] , (2.5) 

whereg =g(a, a*). 
It is necessary to demand, for a faithful generalization, 

that the matrix elements of B between coherent states be 
finite figures, which simply means 

If[dgAda* B(g,a*)exp(g(>* +a*5)] 1< 00 , 

for arbitrary but fixed (> and 5' 
It is important to note that several different (in appear

ance) expressions may represent the same operator. This 
situation will happen at least each time that the integration 
path ( - 00 ,Re a, 1m a, 00) may be deformed in a com
plex way. We have established enough conditions in the Ap
pendix in order that the equivalence holds. The essential re
quirements are that B(g, a*) be a holomorphic function of g 
and a*, and g( a, a*) be extensible in a holomOIyhic way to 
g(z, a*). If this hypothesis holds, the operator B (2.5) may 
be written in the form 

where i(z - a*) and (z + a*) go from - 00 + iO to 
00 + iO. 

As useful examples we write the identities 

1 f"" f"" 1=-; _""d(Rea) _""d(lma)e-za·lz)(a l , (2.7) 

where z = 8 + a for any complex number 8 (this formula 
has been proved in the Appendix), and the evolution opera
tor for the Hamiltonian H = Eat a, which reads [applying 
(2.4d) and (2.7)] 

exp( - iHt) = exp( - iHt)I 

= !f fd(Rea)d(lma)e-za·IZt)(al, 

withz
t 

=e-i€tz. 
This last formula suggests the starting point of our ap

proach for the evolution operator U(t), t = tf - ti , for a 
time-independent Hamiltonian. We are going to look for a 
semiclassical approach to U(t) assuming that the propaga
tor may be written in the form 

U(t) = fda Ada* ~ (r"a*,t) Irt )(al , (2.8) 

where rt is related with a and a* by a time-dependent map
ping. 

The semiclassical approach centers attention on the 
states with large mean values of position and momentum. 
We then introduce an order parameter N, which will help us 
to identify terms in the asymptotic series and is supposed to 
be large, in the form 

(2.9) 
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The parameter N plays the role of 1I1i and later will be taken 
as unity. 

The Hamiltonian is assumed to be of the form 

(2.10) 
nm 

and, taking into account Eq. (2.4b), it acts over a GCS as 

Hla) =NLbnmN-(n+m)/2am~la). (2.11) 
nm aan 

The starting point for establishing ~ (r" a*, t) is the 
Schrodinger evolution equation 

U = - iHU. (2.12) 

Taking into account the expression (2.8) for U(t) and the 
action of H on a coherent state (2.11), we obtain 

0= (:t + iH )U(t) 

= f[ d: Irt) (al + ~(! + iH )Irt) (al ]da Ada* , 

O f( a~ a~. ('j),.a 
= --+ --rt + -u rt

at art art 

+ i~ NJ)nmN - (n + m)/2y,n!:....) 
nm at: 

x Irt) (aida A da* , 

where 1't = drt1dt. Introducing the Jacobian 

J=(aa) 
- art a.,t' 

(2.13 ) 

(2.14 ) 

integrating by parts (assuming that the surface at lal = 00 

do not contribute), and considering 

~ (r"a*,t) = exp(iNS(r"a*,t»)~ , (2.l5a) 

where ~ is expanded in the form 

~ = rN-n~n+l' (2.l5b) 
n=l 

we are able to write the following expression: 

Nf(iJN~ as + JeiNSa~ - Uft~(ZtJ) 
at at aZt 

+iNr[bnm ( _N)-n 
nm 

x i (;)(ak~S) an =: (~Jz7')]) 
k=O &t az: 

x l-fl'izt)(-fl'iP Idzt AdP*, (2.16) 

where we have performed a change of coordinates in the 
form ofEq. (2.9) and adopted the notation that partial de
rivatives are considered to be taken with respect to the varia
bles (Zit p*, t) except when another situation is explicitly 
indicated. 

Identifying the coefficients of N 2 we get the classical 
equations 

- - +.J¥' z" - I-,t = 0 , as ( .as) 
at aZt 

(2.17a) 

where 
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(2.17b) 

Equations (2.17) are highly undetermined as soon as z, (13, 
13 *, t) is an undetermined function. This situation reflects in 
part the overcompleteness of the coherent states. 

A solution for (2.17) may be found requiring that S be 
an action in a Hamiltonian set of equations, i.e., we require 
that 

.as * -I-a. =y" 
'Z, 

.. a!J1' ( *) I IZ, = -- Z,,y, . 
ay~ %t 

(2.18a) 

(2.18b) 

Demanding that ku = uk, we obtain, in an equivalent 
form, Eq. (2.18), the last formulas ofthe Hamiltonian sys-
tem 

. as 
-I--=W ap* ,,' (2.18c) 

.dp * a!J1' ( p *)1 1--= w" p. , 
dti aw" 

(2.18d) 

where ti is the starting time of the evolution. 
As soon as the Hamiltonian has been considered to be 

time independent, it is natural to require U( tf,tl ) to be only a 
function of t = (tf - ti ), and then it follows that 

!J1'(z,,y*) = !J1'(w"P*) . (2.18e) 

The set of equations [( 2.17) and (2.18)] allows us to inte
grate S, which turns out to be 

S = f"(iY*Z, - !J1'(z,,y*»)dt + 13 *z" + const , 
" 

(2.19) 

where z, =W, and y~==/3 ~ fulfill the Hamiltonian equation 
(2.18b). 

The action S reflects some undetermination related to 
the initial conditions for z, and y*. This problem may be 
studied comparing the classical propagator at t = ° with the 
identity (2.7), which implies that 

z" = 13 + ~ , (2.20) 

with ~ an arbitrary complex number. The full set of equa
tions are summarized in Table I. 

The classical propagator reads 

Uel = feXP(iS(Z,P*,t»)/hrIZ,)(Pldpl\dp* (2.21) 

and the particular choice of ~ = ° in (2.20) brings us to the 
Suzuki propagator. 10 

B. The semiclassical propagator 

Weare now going to analyze the first correction to the 
classical approach, which comes from the coefficient of N I in 
(2.16). The correction ~ 2 must satisfy the following equa
tion: 

° = _ ~2J az, +Jd~2 _ i~2J a2!J1'(z,p~) 
ik, dt (az, ap~) 

(2.22) 
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Considering ~ 2 = eiS, with the initial condition S2 (zo, 13 *, 
0) = 0, the second-order action must satisfy the equation 

i dS2 = (/2!J1'(Z'P~) 
dt az, ap~ 

+05 " --+-' a 2!J1'(z P*) a 2s az) 
. ap~2 az: az,' 

(2.23) 

which, after some handling, is transformed to 

fS2 = _ 0.5!!"[ln( a
2s )] + 0.5ia2!J1'(z,p~) 

dt dt (ap*az,) az, +ap~ 
(2.24) 

Time integration of (2.23) and (2.24), taking into account 
the initial condition, yields the first correction to the classi
cal kernel of the time propagator as 

~ 2 = ± I exp 0.51 dt . - (. a
2s )112 [ 'i" a2!J1'(z,p~) ] 

az,ap* "az,ap~ 

(2.25) 

It is interesting to note here that while the first term may be 
identified with the square root of the Jacobian J, Eq. (2.14), 

_ i a 2 S = ap ~ = azo = J 
az, ap * ap * az, ' 

(2.26) 

an additional exponential term appears. The semiclassical 
propagator then reads 

Usc = f dp~dp* J -112 exp(0.5ii"dt a2!J1'(z,~~») 
111' "az, ap, 

Xexp(iS(z,P*,t»)lz,)(pl. (2.27) 

In this formula we also have the freedom to choose ~ = ° in 
(2.20) identifying z, = 13, = (13 n*. 

The expression for ~ 2 (2.25) shows that it is in special 
situations, as the one considered in Sec. V, that the correc
tion depends only on time. This last assertion was Suzuki's 
conjecture'o (however suppossed to be valid in every case). 
That is, Suzuki wrote his semiclassical propagator in the 
form 

TABLE I. Full set of equations of the Hamiltonian classical system. 

as as 
-= --=K(z ,p*) 
at, at, ',', 

_; as =y*~* 
az" " 
. as 

-Iap* =z,,~o 

.. aK(z,,p~) 
IZ, =--::--'---'-

ap~ 

;iJ ~ = - aK(z,,p~) 
az, 

Zo=P+8 

s= r'(ip~z, - K(z,,p~»)dt + P*zo + const J., 

H. G. Solari 

(2.17) 

(2.1Sa) 

(2.lSc) 

(2.1Sb) 

(2.1Sd) 

(2.20) 

(2.19) 
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(2.28) 

where the secondary kernel Olt 2(Zp P *, t) does not depend 
on the trajectory and is partially represented by the time
dependent c-number n(t). 

III. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE SEMICLASSICAL 
PROPAGATOR 

The matrix elements of the semiclassical propagator 
with respect to GCS have been studied by Klauder 7 and later 
by Levit9 and Blaizot and Orland. IS It is useful to make con
tact with this approach from the semiclassical propagator of 
Eq. (2.27); this proposal only requires the evaluation of the 
integral by a method consistent with the semiclassical ap
proximation like the saddle point method. 16 

Taking into account the order parameter N again, we 
have to evaluate 

(¢IUscls) =fdP~dP* exp{N(iS+ z,¢* +SB*)}. 
111' 

(3.1) 

The saddle point is characterized by the set of equations 

¢* =P ~, (3.2a) 

S = Zo' (3.2b) 

These equations cannot be fulfilled for an arbitrary 6, Eq. 
(2.20), because the equations of motion (2.18) only admit 
one complex initial condition; the satisfaction of (3.2) 
would require complexifying the position and momentum as 
in Refs. 7 and 15. We rather fix the value of 6 in order to 
make possible the solution of (3.2), noting that the same 
problem and also the same solutions appear when one evalu
ates the matrix elements of the identity, (2. 7b ), by the saddle 
point method in the form 

(¢II Is) = exp(¢*g + Sa* - ga*) , 

where 

a* =¢*, g=S, 

which fix the value of 6 in the form 6 = S - ¢, producing the 
semiclassical evaluation of the matrix elements of the identi
tyby 

(¢Is) = exp(¢*s) . 

The classical evaluation of (3.1) reads 

(¢I Usc Is) = exp(iS + sP * + ¢*z, )=exp(iF) , 

where we have defined the function 

F(S,¢*) = ffdt(iP~Z' - :Jt"(z,JJ~») - iz,i*, 

whose partial derivatives are 

.aF(S,¢*,t) 
I as =Z'f' 

.aF(s,¢*,t) P* 
I a¢J* =,(. 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

(3.3c) 

(3.3d) 

The equations of motion that arise from the variation 

6(F) = 0 (3.4a) 
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are 

., a:Jt"(z,,/3~) 
lZ,=----

ap~ 
(3.4b) 

a:Jt"(z ,/3 * ) 
_ ;{:1 * _ " P * _ ,J,* Ip,- , ,-..". 

az, 
(3.4c) 

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) were also found by Klauder7 with 
boundary conditions in both ends (tj and tf ) and are in con
trast with Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) because of the difference in 
these conditions. 

Expanding the exponent in Eq. (3.1) around the saddle 
point up to the second order and evaluating Olt 2 at this point, 
we obtain the next-order approximation. Following this pro
cedure and after some handling we get 

(¢lUsc Is)~exp iF + 0.5i dt " 
A ( iff a

2
:Jt"(z ,/3*») 

,{ az, ap~ 

( -I' a2
F )112 

X az, ap *' (3.5) 

which must be considered together with (3.3) and (3.4). 
We may compare this last expression with the one ob

tained in Refs. 12 and 13 for spin systems by means of a path 
integral approach. We note at a first glance that the present 
expression is a little more closed because it is not expressed in 
terms of the eigenvalUes of a Sturm-Liouville problem. 12.13 

Despite this small difference we note that for tf = tj we ob
tain 

(¢I ~ sc Is)~exp( - ¢*S) = (¢II Is) = (¢Is) , (3.6) 

which is the correct figure, while in a simple example pre
sented in Ref. 13 (considering the Jz Hamiltonian) the ma
trix elements for the semiclassical propagator evaluated at 
tf = tj diverges. It has been suggested (Ref. 17, p. 248) that 
this behavior may be due to a too restricted election of the 
paths. 

This procedure completes the evaluation of the semi
classical matrix elements, which also presents an extra phase 
coming from the second-order term. The formulas (2.27) 
and (3.5) are easily found as the exact figures for the har
monic oscillator, nontrivial examples are shown in Sec. V. 

IV. PERIODIC HAMILTONIANS 

The expression (2.27) of the SP is very well suited for 
studying the way in which symmetries are dealt with in the 
semiclassical approach. Symmetries are important by them
selves and also may be reflected in the requantization formu
las obtained from the coherent states-SP as found by Levit et 
al. in the frame of the Lipkin model. 14 Approximate formu
las for the energies of a system may be obtained by the Gutz
willer quantization method l8

-
21 that assigns a relevant role 

to the closed orbits and their neighborhoods. 18 We are not 
developing this point in the present work, but let us mention 
that the approach to the SP here developed may allow a 
better understanding of chaotic motion and its relationship 
with quantal energies just because this approach is based on 
actual classical trajectories in phase space (and not only on 
stationary paths). 

Turning to the symmetry problem we are going to sup-
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pose that the Hamiltonian iI does commute with the opera
torG, 

G=exp(aat-a*a), (4.1) 

for some fixed a, not necessarily infinitesimal, 

(4.2) 

The action of the operator G on the SP , Usc, reads 

GUsc =fdP~dP*fJ2eiSGlzt)(PI, (4.3) 
Iff 

while the action of G on an (unnormalized) GCS is 

Glz) =exp( -aa*/2-za*)lz+a). (4.4) 

From this equation and (4.2) we get 

(PtliIlzt) (Pt +aliIlzt +a) 
K(z,{J*)- =---~--

t t - (Pt IZt) (Pt + alzt + a) 

= K(zt + a,{J~ + a*)=K(u"vt ) . (4.S) 

It follows that the pair of functions 

Ut:EiiEZt + a, (4.6a) 

v~==f3~ + a, (4.6b) 

is also a solution ofEqs. (2.18b) and (2.18d) with starting 
points at 

Uti =P + a + 8 (4.7a) 

and 

v* =P* + a*. (4.7b) 

From the periodicity of K, (4.S), the periodicity of the 
phase portrait with respect to the shifting by a also follows. 
It is easy to verify by straightforward integration from the 
expression of the action S in (2.20) that its simultaneous 
evaluation at the points (z" P *) and (u" v*) gives the rela
tion 

is(zt,{J*,t) =is(u,,v*,t) -aa* +av* +a*ut , (4.8) 

which in turn allows us to verify the following relationship 
between the second derivatives of S: 

a 2S(U"V*,t) a 2S(Zt,{J *,t) 
-~--= (4.9) 

aUt av* aZt ap * 

Equations (4.8) and (4.9) allow us to express G Usc in 
(4.3) through a change to the new variables v = P + a and 
v* = (P + a) *, as 

~ A f dv A dv* - * (is *) GUsc = . ~ 2(U"V ,t)exp (u"v ,t) 
Iff 

X IUt )(viG = UscG, (4.10) 

which proves that both the classical and the semiclassical 
propagators do commute with the shifting operator G, Eq. 
( 4.1 ), if the Hamiltonian iI does. Let us remark that the 
proof that we develop here is based on group theoretical 
arguments and may be directly extended to Suzuki's propa
gators. 

V. AN EXAMPLE: THE QUADRATIC HAMILTONIAN 

We are going to consider the SP for a system with a 
Hamiltonian of the form 

1355 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 27, No.5, May 1986 

iI = Eata + 0.S(v(at )2 + v* (a)2) . (S.l) 

Associating with iI the classical Hamiltonian K, 

K(z,{J *) = EZ/3 * + O.S(vr + v*P *2) , (S.2) 

and the equations of motion 

iit = EZt + vp ~ = aK I ' Zo =Po + 8 , 
ap~ z, 

(S.3a) 

- iP~ = EP~ + v*Zt = aK I ' P~ =p*. (S.3b) 
az, (J~ 

The action (2.19) for this system simply reads 

S = O.Si(zJ3 * + ZtP ~) , (S.4a) 

where 

Zt = Zo cos(a>t) - i/a>(EZo + vp *)sin(a>t) , 

and 

(S.4b) 

f3 ~ =P* cos(a>t) + i/a>(EP* + v*z)sin(a>t), (S.4c) 

a> = (~- V*V)1/2 

are the solutions of (S.3). The action in (S.Sa) maybeexpli
citly written in terms of (z t , P *, t) in the form 

i(P *Zt + O.Si/a>(VP *2 + v*Z:) sin (a>t) ) 
S = (S.S) 

cos(a>t) - iE/a> - sin(a>t) 

and its second derivative with respect to Zt and P * is 

a2s = 1 /1 = iJ, azt ap* cos(a>t) -iE/a> sin(a>t) 
(S.6) 

which in this case does not depend on the variables Zt and 
P *. 

The semiclassical propagator in the P-form (2.27) reads 
in this particular model 

Usc = fdPAdP* 

Xexp( - ifi*zt + O.Si/a>(v*Z: + vp*2)sin(a>t»)/I) 

Xl -1/2 /(i1r)exp(O.SiEt) IZt) (PI. (S.7) 

It may be directly checked 10 that for the quadratic Ha
miltonian (S.l) the SP matches the exact one as usual. 17 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied the classical propagator expressed in 
terms of the Glauber coherent states in the P-form. It has 
been shown in this context that one of them matches Suzu
ki's classical expressions. In this case, the kernel of the pro
pagator is fully determined by the classical trajectories in 
phase space (labeled by their initial conditions). We have 
also developed explicitly the formulas to the next order, 
which contribute not only to the square root of the Jacobian 
but also to an additional time-dependent phase. 

We have shown that the expression developed here is 
equivalent (to the same order in the asymptotic series) to the 
Klauder formulas for the matrix elements of the semiclassi
cal propagator. Going to these matrix elements we have to 
match two complex boundary conditions, which forces us to 
fix the complex parameter 8 that labels the elements of the 
class of the semiclassical propagators. This requirement as 
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well as the existence of a complete class of SP (P-form) is 
fully related to the overcompleteness of the coherent states. 

We have also shown that the SP preserves the dynamic 
symmetries of the Hamiltonian. 

Generalization to systems of several particles (or to 
higher dimensions) seems to be immediate, and because the 
most important points are based on the overcompleteness of 
the coherent states and their group structure we believe that 
many expressions may be extended to more general coherent 
states, in particular the symmetry properties of the Suzuki's 
propagator are always valid. In addition to this common 
structure, we observe that the proofs developed in Sec. II 
make use of several special properties of GCS's, not shared 
by other sets of coherent states; because of this situation an 
actual generalization beyond GCS requires some work, 
which is now in progress. 
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APPENDIX: EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS FOR p..FORM 
OPERATORS 

We wish to establish enough conditions for the equiv
alence of any two different generalized P-forms of an opera
tor. In other words, we are going to sketch a proof for the 
following theorem. 

Theorem: Let d (q, p) be a function such that 

J d (q,p )exp(A (q,p) )dq dp = r, !r! < 00 , 

where the integration is extended to the whole plane (q,p) 
and A is a linear function of (q, p) with complex range. In 
addition, let d (q, p) be extensible to a holomorphic function 
of Z1 and Z2' d(z]> Z2)' in a domain D which includes the 
plane (q + iO;p + iO). Then 

where r 1 and r 2 are curves that belong to D and extend from 
- 00 + iO to 00 + iO. 

Proof: As d (Z1' Z2) is a holomorphic function in D, 

a(Z2)= L+oooo d(q,z2)exp(A(q,z2»)dq 

= r d (z1,z2)exp(A (Z1,z2) )dZ1' 
Jr, 

where the equality holds by virtue of Cauchy's theorem on 
holomorphic functions. The function a(Z2) will be also ho
lomorphic because of the hypothesis on d (Z1' Z2) and as
suming that the derivation under the integration sign is al
lowed. Applying Cauchy's theorem again, we obtain 

r = l,dz2J dZ1 d(z1,z2)exp(A(z1,z2»)' 

which completes the proof. 
The possibility of generalizing the complex paths for 

each integral depends upon the convergence conditions of 
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d(z]> Z2) for large !Rez1! and !Rez2!. It is reasonable to 
expect that 

lim r d(z1,z2)exp(A(z1,z2»)dz1 = 0, 
A~oo Jr'(A) 

if r' (A) is a curve which goes from A to A + i I (A) and 
!limA~oo I(A)! is finite, because d(q,p) goes to zero when 
q goes to infinity faster than any exponential. 

We are going to show two corollaries of the theorem. 
Corollary 1: d'(a, a*) = d(q, p), where 

a = (q + ip)I{i, and we restrict ourselves to paths such 

that z 1 - iZ2 = a* I {i, we obtain the identity 

J d'(a,a*)exp(A '(a,a*»)dqdp 

J dal\da* 
= d'(a,a*)exp(A '(a,a*») i 

= r r d'(g,a*)exp(A '(g,a*»)dgl\.da* , 
Jr, Jr, I 

where 

A '(a,a*) =A(q,p) and g = (Z1 + iz2)1{i. 

Corollary 2: The identity may be written in terms of 
coherent states in the form 

1 foo + ia foo + ib 
1=-; -oo+ia dp -oo+ib dqexp( -za*)!z)(a! 

I foo foo = -; _ 00 dp _ 00 dq exp( - za*) !z)(a! , 

wherez = a + (a + ib). 
The proof follows by applring the theorem and Corol

lary 1 to the matrix elements of lbetween coherent states and 
noting for the second equation that 

0= L-oo'" + ia dp exp( - za*) !z)(a! 

f
oo +ia 

= 00 dpexp( -za*)!z)(a! 

and 

0= L-oooo + ib dq exp( - za*) !z)(a! 

= Loo + ib dq exp( _ za*) !z)(a! 

because exp( - za* + A (z,a*» (A linear) goes to zero as 
!a! goes to infinity as a quadratic exponential. 

We note that this kind of deformation is necessary when 
we evaluate matrix elements by means of the saddle point 
method16 and has been formally applied in Refs. 7, 12, 13, 
and 15 calling the procedure the complexification of the var
iables q and p. 
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